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ABSTRACT 

     For decades, scientists have been interested in studying cognition and how it is 

that our decisions are manipulated with its introduction into decision planning.  To 

date, little is known about the neural correlates from which cognition originates and 

how long it takes to integrate such information.  The present human psychophysical 

study combines the classic antisaccade task, which requires subjects to make an 

eye movement away from a suddenly appearing peripheral stimulus, and the 

compelled saccade task, which dissociates perceptual evaluation and motor-

planning phases of decision-making.  The marriage of these two tasks, the 

compelled antisaccade (CAS) task, allows further parsing of cognition from the 

decision-making process.  The compelled constraints of the CAS task forces 

subjects to begin motor-planning prior to cue information and then to update the 

motor plan once perceptual information integrates.  Using the tachometric curve—a 

psychometric function that tracks performance as a function of processing time (the 

time from cue-signaling to saccade onset), showed a unique feature in each 

subject’s ability to perform the task.  This feature is interpreted as a bottom-up 

attentional pull to cue, corrected by the effect of top-down cognition that drives a 

rise in performance which can be accurately measured over time. 
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CHAPTER I 

Introduction 

 

     The world around us is a constantly moving and changing environment that 

requires us to continually look at new stimuli.  One way to cope with these visual 

changes is to use saccades, rapid foveating eye movements, that allow us to focus 

on the most important stimuli.  Saccades give us bottom-up information, stimulus 

specific information, such as the size, shape, color, location, and luminance of an 

object.  Then we integrate top-down information, information we already know, to 

give context and meaning so that we might decide what to do with the object.  

Maybe we need only to fixate or follow the object, but maybe we need to reach out 

and grab it or remember where it is placed in the environment.  Saccades open a 

window of opportunity for us to investigate each of these behaviors; by studying 

them in a controlled environment, we gain powerful tools to look at behavior and its 

underlying neural correlates. 

     Controlled laboratory tasks are based on video displays using a variety of stimuli 

and patterns to elicit these different behaviors.  Subjects, often non-human 

primates (NHPs), sit in a chair facing the screen with their head fixed in place.  

Below the monitor is a camera used to track a subject’s eye which changes position 

as a function of behavior.  This behavior is the culmination of large populations of 

neurons located throughout the brain working in concert to elicit a single coherent 

action.  To further study how these populations work together, concurrent 

extracellular single neuron recordings are applied while the monkey performs the 

tasks required of him.  Such methods add deeper understanding to saccadic 
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research by picking apart the interactions between these neuronal populations, and 

also by characterizing individual types of units that may have similar yet separate 

purposes within the same brain region.  For instance, the frontal eye fields (FEF) are 

regions in the frontal cortex well known for their interaction in saccadic behavior.  

Two cell types the FEF contain are visual cells, that only respond to the appearance 

of stimuli, and motor cells, that only respond to the movement of eyes while 

tracking stimuli.  Though completely different in nature, these cell types globally rely 

on one another; visual cells are necessary to influence motor-planning and 

execution and yet they cannot prompt a saccade without motor cells.  Of course this 

information can be manipulated and controlled to better understand the effects of 

particular stimuli on both behavioral and neural reactions. 

     There are several common tasks used to elucidate brain function.  The 

prosaccade task is basic in that it merely requires the subject to saccade to a 

peripheral target after the stimulus appears on screen.  Prosaccades occur naturally 

with little effort and for that reason prosaccade metrics are used as a baseline 

comparison for other types of saccadic tasks.  Prosaccades have also given rise to 

much of the cell type and regional cellular organization we know today.  For 

example, the superior colliculus (SC) is made of seven layers beginning as visual 

neurons in the superficial layers, visuomotor neurons in the middle, and purely 

motor cells in the deep SC (Stein & Meredith, 1993).  We know this because 

neurons will fire to their preferential stimulus.   

     In the same way that prosaccades utilize visually guided cues, memory guided 

saccades utilize memory cue tasks to decipher the relationship of memory on 

behavior.  In these tasks, subjects fixate a center point, and while they fixate, a 
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peripheral stimulus is flashed.  The subject must remember where the target was 

flashed and move to it only once the center fixation disappears or a tone sounds.  

This requires inhibition of reflexive saccades and memory of the target location.  

Researchers infer information about the effect of memory on a subject’s behavior 

based on the accuracy of the saccade to the target location.  The dynamics of 

memory can be parsed out by changing the characteristics of the cue, the length of 

time it is displayed, and the period of time between cue information and saccade 

onset.  Saccades tend to be hypometric of their goal, have decreased peak 

velocities, and extended latencies in memory guided tasks (White, Sparks, & 

Stanford, 1994; Hutton S. B., 2008).  Memory saccade tasks also show errors due to 

failure to maintain fixation at cue presentation, similar to those of the antisaccade 

task (Crawford, Haeger, Kennard, Reveley, & Henderson, 1995). 

     In 1978, Peter Hallett introduced a novel task that has since been called the 

antisaccade task (Hallett P. E., 1978).  The task requires the subject to stare at a 

fixation point, and, once the peripheral cue comes on, to saccade in the 

diametrically opposed direction.  A common second version introduces a gap period 

in which the fixation point first disappears, and then, after several hundred 

milliseconds (ms), the cue stimulus is shown, indicating the subject should make a 

saccade, again away from the stimulus.  Initially the task was developed with intent 

to separate stimulus location and saccade goal (Hallett P. E., 1978); this allowed 

researchers a previously unavailable look at cognitive inhibition and its role in 

behavior.  Since 1978 studies have shown that, compared with prosaccades, 

antisaccades have longer saccadic reaction times, longer latencies, more direction 

errors, less accurate primary endpoint locations, and are more influenced by 
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distractor stimuli  (Fischer & Weber, 1992; Hutton S. B., 2008; Laidlaw, Zhu, & 

Kingstone, 2016). 

     Generally, there are two processes that are required to correctly perform the 

antisaccade task, 1) inhibition of the reflexive motor program to move toward the 

stimulus, and 2) inversion of the planned saccadic vector.  In extracellular single 

neuron recordings, researchers have found cells that fire to stationary targets—aptly 

named fixation cells.  Fixation cells, found in the superior colliculus (SC) (Munoz & 

Wurtz, 1993) and the FEF (Coe & Munoz, Mechanisms of saccade supression 

revealed in the anti-saccade task, 2016), fire tonically until just before saccade 

onset and resume upon saccade end.  Therefore, if fixation cells fail to cease firing, 

the omnipause neurons in the brainstem premotor circuit will never allow the motor 

execution of a saccade.  This is pivotal to the first process of antisaccades.  When 

the peripheral target of a visual task is presented, neurons fire to cause a saccade 

to the target; if, however, fixation neurons fire more strongly than the saccade 

generating neurons, then the eye will maintain its current fixation.  Maintenance of 

eye positon during the appearance of a distracting peripheral stimulus is referred to 

as response suppression, but may also be called cognitive control or executive 

function due to the crucial pre-conscious intent necessary to inhibit the impulse to 

look at a stimulus. 

     Even understanding the basis of fixation units affecting the premotor reticular 

formation, response suppression is not yet fully understood.  How exactly the brain 

determines and relays endogenous information to fixation neurons has yet to be 

determined.  Many structures in the brain take part in the process (e.g. FEF, 

supplementary eye fields, parietal eye fields, dorsal lateral prefrontal cortex, basal 
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ganglia, thalamus, SC, cerebellum) (Talanow, et al., 2016; Munoz & Everling, 2004) 

making anatomical specification difficult.  To complicate the matter, executive 

function often fails to prevent direction errors to stimuli that should be repressed 

(Munoz & Everling, 2004; Coe & Munoz, 2016).  Direction errors, saccades executed 

in the wrong direction, occur when the inhibition to look at the peripheral stimulus is 

not strong enough.  The occurrence of direction errors is usually only connected to 

antisaccades, but studies with interleaved pro- and anti-saccades have shown that 

direction errors can occur in either task, especially in gap trials (Fischer & Weber, 

1992; Weber, 1995).  Most of the time, people do not realize they even make an 

initial direction error that they quickly followed up with a corrective secondary 

saccade to the proper saccade goal location (Robinson & Irwin, 2016).  So, though it 

may seem somewhat obvious considering the demand of top-down influence, 

specific prestimulus neural processes are mandatory for proper antisaccade 

generation (Everling, Dorris, & Munoz, 1998). 

     The second process necessary to generate an antisaccade is vector inversion, 

which requires three sub-steps.  First, an initial vector must be estimated in the 

direction of the peripheral stimulus.  Second, granting successful saccadic 

suppression, the vector must be remapped to the opposite location to create a new 

target (Heath, Bell, Holroyd, & Krigolson, 2012).  Unfortunately, this does not make 

a perfect reverse copy; the translation of distance is not infallible and the saccade 

goal is generally a blank space, which does not give a reference point by which to 

re-estimate the distance.  On top of this, the distance is judged by the periphery and 

it has been shown that the further eccentric the target, the less accurate the 

saccade endpoint (Bell, Everling, & Munoz, 2000) especially in antisaccades 
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(Krappmann, 1998).  Also, because the motor plan is for the opposite direction, the 

regions planning the movement must also be processed in the opposing visuo-

motor hemifield during which information transfer of the target coordinates may at 

some level be degraded (Krappmann, 1998).  Though short, between-hemifield 

travel time is therefore a factor in the overall process.  Last in the process is the 

decision to execute the newly estimated saccade toward its goal. 

     Since cognitive control is a component of volitional saccades, clinicians have 

taken an interest in the use of the antisaccade as a tool to diagnose and evaluate 

several psychiatric populations.  See Everling & Fischer (1998) for a holistic 

overview of the differential effect of the antisaccade task on various neurologic 

disorders.  More broadly, much of the literature surrounds schizophrenia because it 

shares a reliance on a common structure, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex 

(DLPFC).  DLPFC is a component in executive function and working memory, both of 

which are consistently dysfunctional in schizophrenic patients (Hutton, et al., 2004).   

     Two neurodegenerative diseases with basis in the basal ganglia, Parkinson’s 

Disease (PD) and Huntington’s Disease (HD), have also been studied.  Much of the 

thought behind these disorders showing abnormal effects is due to the basal 

ganglia’s global inhibitory connections.  A number of structures make up the 

pathways of the basal ganglia, but the putamen which is degenerated in PD and the 

caudate nucleus which is degenerated in HD are of specific interest.  Based on the 

early- and mid-stage research, HD is extremely volatile to direction errors while PD 

generally is not.  This shows the distinct need for the caudate nucleus in cognitive 

control of behavior.  Lesion studies have also elucidated the need for certain 

structures to maintain proper executive functioning (Everling & Fischer, 1998).   
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     Another body of antisaccade clinical research deals with Tourette’s Syndrome 

(TS).  Generally, TS is characterized by uncontrolled vocal and motor behavior, so 

the belief is that direction errors in such individuals should be abnormally high.  

Oddly, this is not the case.  In fact, TS patients have shown that they have enhanced 

cognitive control during antisaccade tasks.  A follow up study that switched between 

pro- and antisaccades found that TS patients may not pay a switch cost between 

task types, giving a unique advantage when it comes to executive function (Jackson, 

Mueller, Hambleton, & Hollis, 2007; Mueller, Jackson, Dhalla, Datsopoulos, & Hollis, 

2006).  Studies are still trying to determine why this might be the case, but this 

effect may be due to TS adaptation which ultimately allows for better control of goal 

directed actions (Tajik-Parvinchi & Sandor, 2013). 

     In the same way that neurological antisaccade studies have shown differential 

effects, so have age related studies.  Age-related studies have, however, show more 

consistent patterns on the effects of age on antisaccade performance.  It is now 

well known that inhibitory control begins at a young age and persists over a lifetime 

(Fukushima, Hatta, & Fukushima, 2000).  Additionally, inhibitory performance gets 

better with age, making large jumps between age 10 and 20; performance peaks in 

the 30s and then degrades slightly with aging (Fischer, Biscaldi, & Gezeck, 1997).  

Paralleling performance, saccadic reaction times, latencies, and express saccades 

all track the same pattern of exponential improvement followed by minimal 

worsening over time (Fischer, Biscaldi, & Gezeck, 1997; Munoz, Broughton, 

Goldring, & Armstrong, 1998; Warren, Thurtell, Carroll, & Wall, 2013).  

     Based on current literature there are several pathways in which visual 

information can be transduced into a motor eye movement.  No matter the 
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pathway, every circuit begins with light hitting the retina and the corresponding 

information making its way to the brain.  From the retina the sequence of brain 

regions that the information passes through affects the type of saccade evoked.  

The quickest pathway is the retinotectal pathway in which express saccades are 

triggered (Coe & Munoz, 2016).  Here information is sent directly from the retina to 

the superior colliculus (tectum or optic tectum in phylogenetically older animals), 

and from the superior colliculus to the premotor circuit which triggers saccades.  In 

the case of an express saccade, no evaluation of the stimuli or top-down 

information is taken into account.  The brain simply reacts to a stimulus by using it 

as a go signal and shifting the fovea to a preplanned location. 

     Most saccadic pathways, however, originate from the retino-geniculo-cortical 

pathway by way of the retina, lateral geniculate nucleus, and primary visual cortex.  

Using this path as a base, information spreads across many visual structures each 

giving instruction on how to act upon it.  While not all the pathways directly talk to 

one another, one or several circuits may be taken into account, often by the SC, 

before a saccade is generated.  The simplest of the retino-geniculo-cortical 

pathways sends information to the SC and from the SC to the premotor circuit (Coe 

& Munoz, 2016; Munoz & Everling, 2004).   

     The circuit becomes more complex when cortical structures get involved.  Visual 

information can be sent from the primary visual cortex to parietal eye fields (lateral 

interparietal area in NHPs).  Parietal eye fields then send the information to the SC 

as well as the oculomotor structures of the frontal cortex.  The oculomotor frontal 

cortex is comprised of the FEF, supplementary eye fields, and DLPFC.  The FEF 

contain fixation neurons and are known for playing a role in executive function.  
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Supplementary eye fields augment the FEF responses, and are believed to have 

high involvement in antisaccade generation due to their higher firing rate during 

such tasks (Munoz & Everling, 2004).  DLPFC is useful in antisaccade generation by 

helping suppress reflexive prosaccades (Coe & Munoz, 2016).  Upon processing, 

frontal cortex passes on the information to the SC, which integrates the information 

from many cortical regions and sends the information to the premotor circuit. 

     In another circuit, frontal cortex also relays a copy of its information to the basal 

ganglia.  This region is comprised of several structures that work in concert to 

construct two highly important feedback loops: the direct and indirect pathways.  

Both pathways utilize disinhibition to affect outside structures such as the thalamus 

and SC.  The direct pathway (D1) often increases the chance a current decision 

occurs while the indirect pathway (D2) inhibits other possible options from 

overtaking the current plan; however, if another plan receives strong enough firing 

from other regions, the current plan may become the one that is inhibited by D2 

while the new plan is promoted by D1.  Therefore, given its inhibitory capabilities, 

the basal ganglia’s back and forth mechanism can play a vital role in determining 

whether or not a saccade is elicited.  As mentioned, the basal ganglia can influence 

the thalamus.  The thalamus can connect to the SC, but more importantly it returns 

signals from the basal ganglia to the frontal cortex.  This forms a feedback loop that 

allows information to be updated online prior to saccade generation.  SC receives 

copies of the updates and integrates them with any other signals it may be 

receiving from visual cortex or parietal eye fields prior to sending the go signal to 

the premotor circuit.  The circuits mentioned are not specific to antisaccades in 

terms of structure.  Pro- and memory-saccades utilize most of the same anatomical 
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structures—even the flow of information is more or less the same.  However, how 

the structures are used is based on the saccadic goal.  Memory guided saccades 

continue to utilize saccadic suppression in addition to working memory structures to 

recall target location.  In such a case, the DLPFC becomes far more important as it 

is necessary for both actions.  In the prosaccade, the primary difference is the lack 

of saccadic suppression, which allows for quicker motor execution. 

     Current reaction time based antisaccade characterization is reasonable, but 

there is a lack of temporal understanding of executive function as it affects 

behavior.  When such information is integrated, how long does it take to integrate, 

and from which structures does an executive command originate?  Utilizing 

processing time, the following chapters attempt to answer at what point executive 

function begins to have effect on the motor-planning of a saccade and how long it 

takes to do so.  Using a novel task, the compelled antisaccade task, we take an in-

depth study at the antisaccade under extremely short intervals of time to tease out 

the perceptual evaluation and motor planning stages of saccadic planning 

(Shankar, et al., 2011; Stanford, Shankar, Massoglia, Costello, & Salinas, 2010).  In 

doing so, the time resolution of the cognitive component becomes quantifiable on a 

trial by trial basis. 
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CHAPTER II 

Contributions of a Compelled-Response Paradigm to the Antisaccade Task for 

Parsing Perception, Motor Planning, and Cognition in Humans 

 

Abstract 

Years of psychophysical and neurophysiological study have gone into the 

antisaccade task to better understand its metrics in hopes to gain insight into the 

workings of executive function.  However, to date there is no such study that shows 

the temporal evolution of executive function as it begins to affect our decisions.  

This is mostly because parsing out the contributions of perceptual understanding, 

cognitive influence, and motor-planning has proven a difficult venture.  With the 

introduction of forced-choice urgent decision tasks, which use processing time (PT) 

to dissociate perception evaluation and motor-planning, it is now possible to track 

the temporal evolution of executive control as it affects a decision.  Utilizing a novel 

task, the compelled antisaccade (CAS) task, the temporal cognitive transition as 

guess trials move to reflexive direction errors, and direction errors move to 

consciously made antisaccades becomes quantitatively apparent.  This finding is 

broadened by weaving in three distinct luminance cues to show how bottom-up 

sensory information may affect cognition.  For this reason, there are implications 

that the compelled antisaccade task may have viable applications for clinical 

diagnosis of neurological patient populations. 

Introduction 

   Since its introduction by Hallett (Hallett P. E., 1978), the antisaccade (AS) task has 

been used as an assay of cognitive control (Coe & Munoz, 2016).  It mandates that 
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a subject maintain fixation on a target in lieu of making a saccade to a peripheral 

cue so that a saccade may be made in the diametrically opposite direction.  This is 

specifically relevant to everyday life when performing tasks that require top-down 

cognitive intervention.  Such behavior can be observed when driving a car.  If, while 

coming up to an intersection, a driver notices the stoplight change from green to 

yellow, the drive is presented with a choice.  The driver must evaluate how far the 

car is from the intersection and the velocity the vehicle is moving and decide either 

a) it is possible to make it though the light and to continue to hit the gas, or b) the 

light will turn red before getting to the intersection and to hit the brake to stop.  In 

such a situation, making a proper decision takes two things—the knowledge of a 

consequence of hitting the gas or the brake, and the cognitive initiation to use that 

information effectively.   

     Scenarios in which saccade goal is different from stimulus location tend to cause 

many direction errors (improper choices) because orienting the eye to an interesting 

stimulus is an effortless natural behavior.  To overcome these direction errors, top-

down information (prior knowledge) is needed.  Additionally, it must be worth the 

time and effort to inhibit a reflexive process and recreate a new saccade vector.  It 

is well known that the frontal cortex is necessary to perform the cognitive 

requirements of the AS task (Hallett & Adams, 1980; Coe & Munoz, 2016), but what 

is not known is when the cognitive aspect of this information begins to affect our 

behavior.  Such data has been highly sought after by the clinical world as a means 

to understand cognitive deficits in patient populations (Everling & Fischer, 1998). 

     In the past, parsing such information from perceptual evaluation and motor-

planning stages was impossible as the ability to separate those two phenomena 
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was not yet available.  However, using urgency constraints, it is now possible to 

dissociate perception and motor-planning (Costello, Zhu, Salinas, & Stanford, 2013; 

Shankar, et al., 2011; Stanford, Shankar, Massoglia, Costello, & Salinas, 2010).  

Applying these constraint to the AS task further decouples cognition, which gives 

the unique ability to temporally track cognition as it affects our decisions.  

Methods 

     Task design of this work falls in line with that of the compelled-response tasks by 

Stanford, et al. (2010) (Fig. 1A).  The compelled-saccade task is a task that pulls 

apart perceptual understanding and motor-planning phases of a saccade by forcing 

motor-planning to begin prior to informative cue information is presented. After a 

gap period, the cue information comes online, which influences on-going motor 

plans.  Gap times may be short (e.g. 50ms) or long (e.g. 200ms).  Gap time directly 

affects the amount of processing time (PT), the time from the appearance of the 

cue signal to the initiation of a saccade.  This also directly affects choice behavior; 

long gaps with short PTs lead guess type behavior, while short gaps with long PTs 

lead to informed decisions.  The tachometric curve is the psychophysical function 

used to show this evolution of choice behavior. 
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Figure 1.  A. The original compelled-

saccade (CS) task. A colored 

fixation comes on, target masks 

appear indicating cue locations, 

disappearance of the fixation 

singleton indicates the subject to 

begin making a choice.  After a 

variable gap, cue information is 

revealed and the subject makes a 

saccade to the dot matching the 

fixation color.  A trial forcibly ends 

450ms after the go signal if the 

subject does not make a choice. 

B. Monkey derived data of the CS 

task (Costello, Zhu, Salinas, & 

Stanford, 2013).  The tachometric 

curve shows performance at 

chance equating to short 

processing times and a rise in 

performance as processing time 

increases.  Performance improves until hitting an asymptotic level at or near 100%.  Blue lines 

represent actual data; black lines represent modeled fits.   

 

     Data comes from six participants, each performing the same antisaccade 

paradigm.  All participants were students or employees of Wake Forest University in 

Winston-Salem, North Carolina, and compensated monetarily for their time.  Four 

participants were female and two were male.  Eye tracking was based on the left 

eye for all but one participant with an acceptable left-eye specific medical condition; 

that single participant’s right eye was tracked.  All participants gave informed 

written consent prior to the experiment.  Due to the nature of the task, instructions 

were given prior to the experiment at each session.  Participants ran a total of 

4500-4800 trials over 6-8 sessions.  A 50 trial practice run was given at the 

beginning of the first session to all participants and then as needed depending on a 

participant’s individual behavior.  Any practice given was always at the beginning of 

a session, never between sets of trials.  

     Participants sat in a dark room.  Task stimuli were presented on a 24 inch 

ViewPixx monitor 62 centimeters from the participant.  Participants were held at 

A 

B 
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that distance by a chin and forehead rest.  Below the monitor sat an Eyelink 1000 

desktop mounted camera (SR Research) recording at 1000 Hz.  

     Three green circular stimuli were made using Adobe Illustrator, each with the 

same hue and saturation so that only luminance varied among them.  Using a 

spectrophotometer stimuli were sampled several times each, an average of the 

samples determined the luminance.  The high (17.6 cd/cm2), medium (0.35 

cd/cm2), and low (0.22 cd/cm2) stimuli were the same shape and size.  One black 

stimulus matching the black background was used to cover stimuli during trials.  

During trials, the fixation point was presented center screen.  Cue stimuli were 

presented on the same horizontal plane either 5.618 degrees to the left or right of 

the fixation point with no vertical shift.  Data was captured in Experiment Builder 

(SR Research) and analyzed on MATLAB 2015a. 

     In the compelled antisaccade (CAS) task (Fig. 2A), the subject fixates a dot in the 

center of the screen.  After a varied interval of time, the subject receives the go 

signal noted by the disappearance of the fixation point to make a choice and 

saccade either left or right.  The cue, given in the form of a peripheral dot, instructs 

the subject to look in the diametrically opposed direction (antisaccade) and may 

come on at the time of the go signal or some time period after.  If participants 

made a saccade in the allotted time, a beep would sound regardless of choice 

correctness to reinforce task urgency.  Urgency came in the form of limited trial 

time; a trial would forcibly end, regardless of subject involvement, 450ms after the 

go signal. 

     In the delayed antisaccade (DAS) task (Fig. 2B), the subject fixates the center 

target during which the peripheral cue signal is given.  After a 200 or 100ms period 
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of overlap, the fixation point disappears telling the subject to make a movement.  

Again, subjects were expected to make a movement away from the cue signal with 

urgency and awarded with a beep upon saccade completion.  Each of the six 

participant ran 4500-4800 trials.  At the 3:1 ratio, each subject performed 3375-

3600 CAS and 1125-1200 DAS trials in total. 

Figure 2.  A. The Compelled Antisaccade (CAS) 

task.  Subject fixates, receives the go signal at 

disappearance of the fixation dot, after a 

variable gap cue information comes in and the 

subject initiates a saccade away from the cue 

dot.  B. The Delayed Antisaccade (DAS) task.  

Subject fixates, Target on gives cue information 

100-200 ms prior to the Go, fixation dot 

disappears, and a saccade needs to be initiated 

away from the peripheral cue. 

In both cases subjects had 450 ms from the go 

signal to make a saccade.  Failure to initiate a 

saccade ended the trial, which was discarded 

from analysis.  Trial types were randomly 

interleaved at a 3 CAS:1 DAS ratio. 

 

     The gap time, the waiting period between the go signal and the cue information, 

influences a subject’s performance.  Gap times ranged from 0-350ms; thus, given a 

total timeframe of 450ms from the go signal to trial end, subjects are more likely to 

guess with longer gap times in order to fulfill the urgent parameters of the task.  

With short gaps, cue information allows the subject to make decisions at near 

perfect accuracy.  As this is an antisaccade paradigm, it should be noted that the 

cue is the distractor and the target is black space equidistant from the fixation point 

on the opposite side of the horizontal plane on which all trials were performed. 

Results 

Antisaccade Performance Outcomes 

     In general, the compelled antisaccade task showed the main features that its 

predecessor did.  Trials resulted in a tachometric curve that averaged around 
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chance, eventually rose to informed levels where the curve hit an asymptotic point, 

and settled at perfect or near-perfect accuracy.  However, in stark contrast to 

previously published results (Stanford, Shankar, Massoglia, Costello, & Salinas, 

2010; Costello, Zhu, Salinas, & Stanford, 2013), the antisaccade produced a 

characteristic dip in which performance dropped to near zero before quickly rising 

up to and past chance toward informed decisions (Fig. 3A).  This dip in performance, 

a sort of perceptual vortex in which basic sensory information pulled a subject’s 

attention with such strength that cognitive intervention was needed in order to 

prevent continuous direction errors, occurred across subjects just prior to rising to 

informed levels of judgment.   

 

Figure 3.  A. Performance of the Compelled Antisaccade task.  Performance of a single subject on 

the CAS task (dark green) is discernably different from the original CS task by the distinct drop in 

performance that is well below chance level prior to integration of cognitive commands to inhibit 

reflexive saccades toward the cue.  The black line represents a fitted model of the tachometric curve 

in bins of 15.  The DAS task (light green) shows that traditional AS tasks which give cue information 

before the go are temporally linked to CAS.  B. The CAS and DAS derived chronometric curve; 

reaction time (RT) as a function of gap. Mean RT remains fairly consistent while standard deviation 

increases as gap increases as demanded by the task constrains. 

 

A 

B 
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     At short processing times (PT) the tachometric curve is characterized by guesses, 

but as gaps shorten and PT increases, attention is strongly pulled toward the cue 

and performance drops off.  The lowest PT on the perceptual vortex, the point at 

which the dip just begins its descent, marks the transition from blind guessing to 

sensory-based saccades founded solely on reflexive movement toward peripherally 

appearing stimuli.  Continuing to the vortex center, the PT where the dip first hits its 

lowest point, guessing ceases to play a role in most (five of six) subjects and sensory 

reflexive saccades are the norm.  The PT at the start of the rise is where executive 

function begins to have enough time to integrate top-down information to the motor 

plan.  Once the rise in performance begins, it is possible to mark the temporal 

window of cognition.  This window spans from the lowest depth of the vortex to the 

highest asymptotic level of performance.  Data here has been fitted, indicated by 

the black line, from which CAS metrics were analyzed.  

     Up until the asymptote shows performance at about 100%, information has 

come solely form CAS data.  The delayed antisaccade (DAS), the task most closely 

related to those found in the literature, does not begin to show up on the 

tachometric curve until PTs near 250ms.  DAS data comes in at 100% performance 

and rarely falters.  These results bridge the gap between urgent and non-urgent 

tasks in a simple manner—it supports that non-urgent tasks are a temporal 

continuation of urgent tasks that occur as gaps become negative and stimulus 

viewing time is increased.  

     CAS derived chronometric curve (Fig. 3B) assessed motor function and produced 

exactly what was expected based on previous compelled-response data.  Mean 

reaction times increased slightly with longer gaps, but mean variation was limited 
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by the task time constraints.  However, as gaps lengthen, mean standard deviation 

time increased, as participants were more likely to wait just a bit longer in 

expectation of cue information. 

Figure 4.  A. The tachometric curves of each of the six subjects (S1-S6).  Each individual shows the 

unintentional attentional pull toward the bottom-up cue presentation followed by the assimilation of 

cognitive top-down instructions to ignore the cue and saccade away.  Colored dots correspond to 

data; black lines are fits per each individual’s data.  B-E.  Bar graphs illustrating similarities and 

differences of the vortex across subjects.  Averages (bars) and standard deviation (lines) are based 

on the fitted models of S1-S6.  Averages with large standard variations showed B-D as stable, but 

showed variation in averages with small standard deviations in E indicated that time to integrate 

cognitive commands varies by individuals with a small yet significant range.  

 

     The perceptual vortex was a consistent phenomenon.  Figure 4 shows CAS data 

and fits for each of the six participants.  The behavior of the vortex is consistent in 
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forming a vortex from chance level, nosediving to zero almost every time, and then 

rising up to near 100% performance as executive function has time to integrate into 

the rising motor plans. 

     Several vortex metrics were evaluated to exemplify its features.  Each feature’s 

data was characterized using a bootstrapped fit of each participant’s data.  The 

center point of the vortex (Fig. 4B) exhibited remarkably consistent behavior of pure 

reflexive incorrect moment toward the peripheral stimulus (mean PT range: 

107±5.28 to 122±3.07).  The strength of this reflexive pull can be measured by 

evaluating the lowest performance level of the dip—the vortex depth (Fig. 4C).  Two 

participants, S2 and S5, show that this sensory reflex will continue to drive 

inappropriate direction errors at maximum depth until cognitive processes have 

time to make a difference in choice behavior.  Of course, to measure the dip, 

performance must actually worsen and subsequently improve.  We can track where 

this happens by finding the PTs of the most negative and most positive slope of the 

tachometric curve and label them as the most efficient sections of the vortex.  The 

point at which the slope is most negative (Fig. 4D) is the transition point from guess 

behavior to unintentional reactive direction errors (PT range: 97±3.69 to 112±3.65).  

The PT at which performance begins to move up from the vortex depth is the start 

of executive function overriding the purely sensory based reflexive saccade.  A more 

stable way of looking at this, though, is by tracking the PT at which the inclining 

slope is steepest (Fig. 4E); this method tells us how much time needs to pass before 

the brain is utilizing executive commands in such a way that they are actually 

effective (PT range: 123±1.40 to 148±1.69).  Longer cue viewing time gives the 

brain more time to call upon the necessary neural processes required to prevent 
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unintended direction errors, allow vector inversion of the reflexive saccade, and 

begin initiation of the newly programmed antisaccade.  

Luminance Sensory Manipulation 

     To better understand bottom-up attentional and top-down cognitive mechanics 

on the vortex, a variable luminance component was added to the CAS task.  Cue 

luminance interleaved randomly among high, medium, and low (Fig. 5) across trials.  

The fixation point was always the same high luminance so that the subject could 

not change focus trial to trial or make assumptions about the target luminance 

prior to receiving cue information.   

Figure 5.  Luminance of each possible cue.  High, 

medium, and low were interleaved randomly across both 

CAS and DAS tasks. 

 

 

     It has been documented that sensory degradation occurs alongside increasingly 

lower luminance (Doma & Hallett, 1988); given this knowledge, I would hypothesize 

that sensory information would take longer to be perceived and so it would also 

take longer for executive control to begin influencing decisions.  The physical 

outcome of this would appear in the dip of the tachometric curve by both lessening 

its depth and shifting to a later PT.  This is exactly what occurred.   

     Figure 6 shows the progression of the tachometric curve as it is affected by the 

three experimental luminances for the same participant shown in Figure 3.  The 

effect of luminance is easy to see on the outcome of the CAS task; the tachometric 

curve has in fact made its expected changes.  True to its nature, the chronometric 

curve has also done what would be expected.  The mean reaction times and 
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standard deviations for the medium and low luminance remained in line with high 

luminance trials due to the urgency character of the task. 

 

Figure 6.  A. Tachometric curves as affected by each of the three luminance cues.  Green, high; blue, 

medium; red, low luminance.  As cue luminance decreased, vortex depth decreased while also 

shifting to later PTs. Black lines are fits. B. Chronometric curves as influenced by luminance cue 

changes; significant overlap further shows the dissociation of motor-planning from perceptual and 

cognitive evaluation.  

 

     Figure 7 represents CAS performance data averaged across all participants and 

the fit derived metrics of the luminance affects.  Here, even though the curves could 

change after averaging among participants, the three distinct tachometric curves 

with different centers, depths, and positive slope points are clearly defined. The 

luminance bar graphs represent the aggregate, and show profoundly different 

behavioral characteristics among high, medium, and low cues that match the 

explanation for Figure 3A and Figure 4B-E, while also conforming to the hypotheses 

about luminance cue signal changes. 

A 

B 
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Figure 7  A. Tachometric curves of pooled data for all luminaces.  There is little variance in data 

(colored dots), and fits (black lines) match the data well in all cases, indicating a strong reliance of 

PT as a marker for the vortex even across individuals.  B shows no unexpected characteristics.  C-F.  

Bar graphs of averaged data depicting luminance differences.  Little variation is apparent in high 

luminance cues, while medium and low luminance cues show higher PTs and lower depths with 

larger standard deviations (black vertical lines). 

 

Discussion 

     The work presented here further advances previous compelled-response studies 

(Shankar, et al., 2011; Stanford, Shankar, Massoglia, Costello, & Salinas, 2010) by 

applying urgent constraints to the antisaccade task.  Doing so not only decouples 

the perceptual evaluation and motor-planning phases of a decision-making but also 

the temporal component of cognition.  Results show that, given sufficient sensory 

A 

B 
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viewing time, the brain can properly process the cue information, allowing the 

relevant anatomical structures to add their cognitive input into the motor update.  

Methodically increasing gap time progressively limits how much time these 

structures have to interpret the perceptual evidence and perform a proper 

antisaccade, until eventually the motor update must occur so fast that cognitive 

structures cannot contribute to the updates with much, if any, functional 

information.  The time necessary to transition from consistent direction errors to 

making choices based on where cognition is most strongly affecting behavior is 

about 30ms (Fig. 7C, 7F).   

     A key point to make here about the compelled antisaccade task is that it 

requires the same mental operations as standard antisaccade overlap tasks.  The 

CAS task merely looks at an earlier temporal window that mandates use of a 

compelled response (Fig. 3).  This therefore connects many previous conclusions 

about the antisaccade with these results.  It does, however, call for use of 

processing time instead of the traditional saccade reaction time (SRT) that is 

commonly measured in antisaccade tasks (Coe & Munoz, 2016; Everling & Fischer, 

1998; Fischer & Weber, 1992).  By doing so, it becomes possible to quantitativly 

evaluate the sensory, perceptual, and motor stages of a decision that SRT tasks 

historically miss. 

     Degrading a signal is nothing new in the antisaccade (Doma & Hallett, 1988).  As 

the signal becomes more difficult to perceive, latency and reaction time increases.  

I found this to be true with the CAS paradigm as well; when manipulating sensory 

cues with varying luminance, cognitive initiation and subsequent implementation 

changed.  Such degradation measurably shifts the vortex to later processing times 
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while simultaneously lessening its depth.  Effects such as these indicate cognition is 

not a constant, but instead may require varying amounts of time, both for the 

perceptual evaluation and motor-planning phases of choice behavior. 

     Clinical populations have had interest in the antisaccade task for years as a high 

direction error rate can be read as an inability to inhibit reflexive responses, or, in 

other words, an inability to implement executive function (Crawford, Haeger, 

Kennard, Reveley, & Henderson, 1995; Fukushima, Hatta, & Fukushima, 2000; 

Hutton, 2008).  However, inseparable variables and limited temporal resolution of 

executive function limited the antisaccade task’s usefulness as a major diagnostic 

tool.  With this study’s findings, an individual’s cognitive abilities can be directly 

measured in the vortex of the tachometric curve.  Thus, matching an individual’s 

data to that of a comparable aggregated control population (Fig. 7) may allow the 

compelled antisaccade task to become a cost-effective quantitative method of 

diagnosis for a variety of neurological cases.  Future studies need to collect large 

data sets of both control and neurologically diseased patient populations to form a 

baseline of each disease with intent to characterize differences and similarities 

among cognitive abilities in each group. 
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CHAPTER III 

Discussion 

 

     In the preceding chapter, the data presented shows a new method for detecting 

the integration of cognition into choice behavior.  Utilizing the vortex, the dip in the 

tachometric curve that formed as a function of an inescapable attentional pull, 

causing direction errors, followed by the integration of executive function, it is now 

possible to look at the temporal evolution of the antisaccade in high resolution.  

Taking this finding a step further, sensory information was manipulated by changing 

cue luminance; results of this manipulation indicated that the vortex changes as a 

function of not only individual ability but also sensory cues.  Though the experiment 

used luminance, changing hue or saturation of sensory signals will likely lead to 

shifts in the vortex (De Valois, Abramov, & Jacobs, Analysis of response patterns of 

LGN cells, 1966; De Valois & Marrocco, Single cell analysis of saturation 

discrimination in the macaque, 1973; Nissen & Pokorny, 1977).  In a single 

participant case study, data showed that red hue cues had faster processing times 

(PT) under both compelled anti- and prosaccade task types.  The relevance of result 

may vary, as the number of medium and long wavelength sensitive photoreceptors 

(green and red, respectively) in the retina fluctuate widely by person; however, the 

number of short wavelength sensitive photoreceptors (blue) account for a much 

lower percentage of receptors in the eye (Roorda & Williams, 1999).  For this 

reason, I would expect blue hue cues to take longer to accumulate sensory 

information and require longer PTs than the green hue cues used in the last 

chapter.  Consequently, the vortex would also be shifted to a later time point if using 
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blue cue signals.  This is only relevant if the luminance between the cue and the 

background are the same or very similar.  In the case that cue luminance is higher 

than surrounding background luminance, the luminance contrast becomes a much 

more pertinent deciding factor in choice behavior (Krauzlis & Lovejoy, 2017). 

     Clinicians have found practical benefits in the antisaccade task.  The ability to 

suppress reflexive prosaccades varies by person, but can be exacerbated when 

paired with a neurological defect.  Individuals suffering from a wide variety of 

ailments including but not limited to Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, Tourette’s Syndrome, 

or traumatic brain injuries all perform erroneous prosaccades at an increased rate 

over that of a healthy individual.  Based on past publications summed by Everling & 

Fischer (1998) and the current findings, it will likely be possible to directly attribute 

changes in vortex location and depth to age and disease. 

     As humans age past their 30s, there should be a steady progression of a 

rightward shift of location and a more drastic depth that may flatline at zero percent 

correct for a period of time before cognition can catch up and influence decisions 

(Fukushima, Hatta, & Fukushima, 2000; Munoz, Broughton, Goldring, & Armstrong, 

1998).  A new age-based cross-sectional study utilizing the compelled antisaccade 

(CAS) task would be a good method for creating a baseline to compare and 

determine the cognitive age of an individual.  Such a baseline may be useful in 

catching diseases that are associated with early cognitive decline (Crawford, et al., 

2005).  In the same way that cognitive decline may be characterized in a new 

manner with the CAS task, so might a number of neurological diseases—

particularlly those distinguished by an inability to inhibit actions, such as 

Huntington’s Disease. 
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     Along this line, the next step to further characterize what happens at the neural 

level during the CAS task is to record single neurons extracellularly from rhesus 

macaques.  There are several areas that might give new insight to where executive 

funtion originates and from which type of neurons.  A starting point may be the 

fixation neurons in both the frontal eye fields (FEF) and superior colliculus (SC).  

Given their supression effects, a failure of these neurons to correctly communicate 

or maintain activation at presentation of cue information may be responsible for 

direction errors.  As described in the introductory chapter, fixation neurons and 

saccadic neurons have an on-off dynamic where if one type is firing, the other type 

must be inhibited.  Since FEF fixation neurons generally precede SC fixation 

neurons, there are two places along the same circuit that have a chance to inhibit a 

saccadic command.  The SC is usually the gatekeeper to sending signals to the 

brainstem motor circuit for saccade initiation.  Recording both areas simultaneously 

would give a deeper understanding of the dynamic between the two fixation neuron 

types and how they act upon one another to affect choice behavior.   

     The presented data indicates that the tachometric curve contains a perceptual 

vortex that enables visualization of executive function as it integrates into a decision 

and builds more and more influence upon choices as sensory viewing time 

increases.  The vortex varies by individual and can be manipulated by changing cue 

information, as shown by the luminance variations.  The sensitivity of the vortex to 

bottom-up and top-down effects gives the finding clinical relevance that may show 

its use as a diagnostic tool in the future. 
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